
A/Prof Rod Cross has made a specialty of the diverse fields
of sports science, plasma physics and murder investiga-

tions. “Physics and maths were always my favourite things at
school and I thought I’d become an engineer,” Cross says.
However, his parents couldn’t afford to pay university fees and
the cost of moving from Forbes to Sydney, so he accepted a
teaching scholarship and expected to become a science teacher.

“After 4 years at university I loved it so much I wanted to do
a PhD, and convinced the Education Department that teaching
at university was equivalent to school teaching.” A Doctorate
in plasma physics led to 30 years studying shockwaves first and
then Alfven waves (a sort of low frequency oscillation in plasma
ions).

Cross says his most exciting result was the discovery that it
was possible to launch an Alfven wave and have it stick to the
field lines and “propagate almost like a laser”. These waves could
do several loops of the Tokomak he built at Sydney Univer-
sity before they dispersed.

Eventually, however, Australian Research Council funding
ceased. Cross’ PhD students finished on a combination of small
grants, private funding and “petty cash”. “I tried getting into
more applied aspects of plasma physics, such as plasma depo-
sition, but they wouldn’t fund me because I had nothing
published in that area,” he says.

Still with a University of Sydney position, but approaching
the end of his career, Cross decided he needed to get into some-
thing cheap to study. He tried the physics of tennis and “found
it fascinating”. Out of this has come three books and many
papers revealing why tennis rackets have sweet spots, the best
place to aim the ball and why it’s better to serve from the top
of the racket than the centre. Cross also tests the speed and
bounce of newly resurfaced courts each year prior to the
Australian Open.

Cross has also investigated the surprisingly understudied
physics of baseball, and produced a paper that was rated among
the best 75 physics papers in America for 1998.

Only 10% of athletes whom Cross meets seem interested
in his work, but he’s had much more success with coaches who
are keen to know if their explanations of what works are
supported scientifically.

More famously Cross was the key expert witness for the
prosecution in the investigation of the death of Caroline Byrne,

whose body was found at the base of The Gap in Sydney in
1995. This was one of “six to eight times” Cross has been
consulted in relation to falling deaths. In another case Cross
demonstrated that an accidental fall was far more likely than
murder.

Cross believes that falls are seriously under-researched. “In
the USA, falls cost $37 billion per annum compared with 
$49 billion for motor vehicle accidents,” he says. “The cost of
stair falls in the USA is the same as the cost of building new
stairs. Huge sums are spent on researching motor vehicle acci-
dents but almost nothing on falling accidents since people (e.g.
lawyers and architects) tend to blame the person who fell rather
than focus on potential design or maintenance issues.”

When police phoned Cross about Byrne’s death he imme-
diately dismissed the possibility that she was pushed. “They
told me she was found at a distance of 9 metres from the cliff,
and it’s a vertical drop of 30 metres,” he says. “The launch speed
would have to be 3.5 m/s, which is faster than a walk but not
as fast as a really fast run. I told them it was too fast for a push.”

Six years later police contacted Cross again, telling him that
Byrne had in fact been found 12 metres from the cliff, requiring
a launch speed of 4.5 m/s. This seemed impossible. Cross and
12 policewomen used a swimming pool to prove that that speed
was impossible for a head-first dive in the short distance from
the protective fence. However, an ordinary push would be even
slower.

Cross initially gave himself a 1% chance of working out what
had happened to Byrne, while the police gave him no chance
at all. They only approached him to rule out a few of their 
20 theories. Cross easily ruled out 15 of these, and eventually
concluded that Byrne had been “spear-thrown” over the edge
by a strong man. This testimony helped convict her boyfriend,
Gordon Wood.

In Cross’ new book on the trial, Evidence for Murder, he
argues that the use of barristers to cross-examine expert witnesses
before juries makes no sense. Instead he proposes getting multiple
experts together in front of a judge to debate each other’s conclu-
sions, as is done for some civil trials.
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Tennis Anyone?
Dr Rod Cross’ career has united plasmas at
temperatures of millions of degrees, the physics
of tennis and one of Australia’s highest profile
murder trials.
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